
2 Phonology

The syllabic structure of the reconstructed Common Bantu word is relatively

simple, consisting of CV(V) syllables only. However, the transparency of

this structure is modified somewhat in various Bantu languages, where non-

prominent syllables have been subject to altered glottalic and timing

mechanisms which reduce their nuclei to short unvoiced vowels, or

completely omit them in some cases. Apocope is most characteristic of

certain North-West Bantu languages, where final consonants are found, e.g.

in the Cameroonian language Fang.

Most recent reconstructions of the Common Bantu consonantal system

display three manners and four points of articulation.

p t c k

b d j g
m n ny ng'

(and y iiisome reconstructions)

Typologically the system is unusual in the absence of a distinctive phoneme
/s/, but /s/ is not necessary for reconstructive purposes. This and many other

phonemic fricatives exist in most Bantu languages, at least in part due to

assimilatory changes caused by adjacent vowels or, through a large part of

the area, the shift of the non-nasal palatals to sibilants. Southern Swahili is

unusual in its area in retaining the original palatals. The Northern dialects

are distinctive in the shift of the original voiceless palatal to a dental stop.

Dentalisation of palatals and/or fricatives is characteristic of the Thagicu

languages of interior Kenya and adjacent northern Tanzanian languages,

e.g. Northern Pare, but not resulting in dental stops, cf. Thagicu [5eka],

Northern Pare [8eka], Northern Swahili [teka] and Southern Swahili [ceka]

for Common Bantu ^ceka 'laugh'. Alveolar affricates are the reflexes of the

palatal stops among the Miji Kenda languages of the north-east coast of

Kenya, relatively closely related to the adjacent forms of Swahili, e.g.

[tseka] 'laugh', but in Swahili these reflexes of the palatals are only found in

the isolated Comoros dialects, possibly a relic of this stage of development

among the Northern dialects.
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In view of their historical evolution in various Bantu languages, the

prenasalised series of Common Bantu should probably be treated

phonologically as an independent series rather than as a cluster of nasal +
stop.

mp nt nc nk

mb nd nj ng

The voiceless prenasalised series shows considerable instability across many
Bantu languages, e.g. with loss of nasalisation among some languages,

voicing assimilation to a voiced prenasalised series in others and loss of the

stop in still others, cf. ba-ntd 'people' > [wa-t'u] in Swahili, [a-ndu] in the

Thagicu languages of interior Kenya, [wa-nu] in Luguru (among other

central coastal Tanzanian languages). The widespread areal feature of

aspiration of the voiceless prenasalised consonants gave rise to a distinct

opposition between an aspirated and unaspirated voiceless series upon the

denasalisation of the prenasahsed voiceless stops in Swahili, e.g. kaa

'charcoal' vs. k'aa 'crab' < *n-kddd. This contrast is more typical of

traditional Kenyan Swahih communities than of Southern Swahili, where

the two series have merged fairly recently through the unconditioned

aspiration of the original voiceless stop series.

The prenasalised voiced series is more stable and often shows behaviour

parallel to or rotational with the original voiceless stops. Thus, the Common
Bantu prenasalised palatal *nj shifts parallel to *c to dental in Northern

Swahili, e.g. [ndaa], cf. Southern Swahili [njaa] 'hunger'. Most interesting

among the Sotho group of Southern Bantu is the rotational shift of

consonants, so that the Common Bantu prenasalised voiced series becomes

a voiceless aspirated stop series concomitant with a shift of the Common
Bantu voiceless stops to fricatives (the Common Bantu apical series is post-

alveolar, resulting in a flap-like liquid r or / in the lenition processes which

have affected the voiced apicals), e.g. Sotho xo-rutha from Common Bantu

""ko-tunda 'teach', cf. Swahili ku-fund-isha, with a verbal suffix added.

There is a great deal of variety in the glottalic mechanisms by which the

Common Bantu stop series is realised across the current Bantu languages. In

Swahili, the set of voiced stqps is 'implosive' (preglottalised), rather than

truly voiced. This set of voiced stops is largely of secondary origin,

sometimes due to back-formations based on prenasalised forms, where the

stops are truly voiced and not preglottalised. Thus, ki-dovu 'rotten' (class 7

concord) is a back-formation from m-bovu 'rotten' (class 9 concord), cf. mw-
ovu 'rotten' (class 1 concord) and -oza 'rot (v.)' with lenition and loss of

initial *^. Lenition of the voiced non-prenasalised series to corresponding

fricatives or sonorants is common in most of the Bantu area, resulting in a

series:

[p/w 1/r z/z Y/y/0]
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Swahili shares with a number of North-East Bantu languages a tendency
towards further lenition of glides so that Common Bantu *^ is lost, primarily

in the vicinity of back vowels. However, Swahili is more conservative than
many of its North-East relatives in having lost w and y only before high
vowels of like fronting, though also variably before a in vernacular speech.

The Northern dialects have gone slightly further in loss ofy (<*g) before an
unlike high vowel as well, e.g. Northern hu-u 'this one (anim.)' < hu-yu, still

the Southern and standard form. Glide deletion is most advanced in the

Thagicu language Kamba, e.g. -o- 'buy' < *-gd^-, -a- 'divide' < ""-gab-.

In some areas, e.g. in the north-east, lenition also commonly affects some
or all of the members of the voiceless series, cf. Giriama henza for earlier

North-East Bantu ^penja love (v.)', cf. Swahili penda; Giriama moho for

Common Bantu *mo-y5td 'fire', cf. Swahih moto. Lenition of *p is

particularly widespread, while the velar *k is most resistant to lenition.

A widespread tendency toward word-level manner of articulation

prosody is shown in some of the more striking consonantal changes affecting

large areas in the north-east and extending toward the south-west, e.g. the

following dissimilatory changes: Dahl's Law, originally noted in Nyamwezi
of interior Tanzania, but of a much wider area, dissimilates the voicing of the

first of two consecutive voiceless stops, e.g. -bita < -pita 'pass (v.)'; the

Ganda Law, originally noted for LuGanda, dissimilates the first of two
consecutive voiced prenasalised stops to the corresponding nasal, e.g.

ng'ombe 'cow' (where ng' is the orthographic representation of [g]) <
ngdmbe. Finally, in much ofWest Bantu a morphophonemic process of nasal
harmony is found, changing /d/ to /n/ in verbal suffixes following a root-final

nasal, e.g. Luba (southern Zaire) -kwac-ile 'having caught' < ""kodt-ede, but
-dim-ine 'having sown^ < *dem-ed€.

In contrast to the consonantal system, the vowel system of Common
Bantu has remained relatively stable in the various languages. The
reconstructed system is a symmetrical seven-vowel system with four degrees
of height:

i e c

a

u o

Prosodically, one vowel per word could be distinctively long or short and
each vowel of a stem could have a high or low tone. The tonal distinctions are

preserved in most of the area, with reduction of the full domain of the

original tonal distinctions in large areas of the north-east and south-west.

Total loss of lexical tone is unusual and confined to a few languages in the

north-east, including all dialects of Swahili. The loss of distinctive vowel
length is characteristic of most of the western Bantu area and a large area of

the east, including SwahiU along with most of the coast. Reduction of the
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original seven-vowel system to five vowels is characteristic of most Bantu

languages, with the exception of an extreme northern band extending from

the v^est coast almost to the east coast and the Sotho group of South-East

Bantu. For the most part this five-vowel system is derived from the mergers

of the highest two tiers of vowels. Unusual is the merger of Common Bantu

*M into *e in part of the southwestern area, e.g. Umbundu o-mbela <
""mbudd 'rain', cf. Swahih mvua.

In most of the five-vowel area, the merger of the highest two tiers of

vowels did not occur before influencing the manner of articulation of the

preceding consonant, generally through fricativisation of the preceding

consonant before the highest original vowels *i and *w. In the largest area of

this shift, reduction of point of articulation contrasts accompanied the

fricativisation process. In Swahili, all fricatives became labial before *w, e.g.

'Chofu 'tired' < *'CDk-u, cf. -choka 'tire',/wfl 'forge (v.)' < *rwda, -ongofu

'deceitful' < ""-ongop-u, cf. -ongopa 'He (v.)'. However, the situation is much

more complicated before */. Generally, the point of articulation of the

resulting fricative is preserved, producing regular morphophonemic

alternations such as the following:

-pi/:a 'cook (v.)' -pish-i 'cook (anim. n.)'

-fuam 'follow (v.)' -fuas-i 'follower'

-lipa 'pay' -li/-i 'payer'

In the most northern dialects of Amu and Bajuni, the merger of the labials

into the apicals is general, e.g. majority Swahili /imfco > simbo 'walking

stick' and vita > zita 'war, battles'. A few lexical items, e.g. mwizi 'thief

where mwivi is expected (and attested, but not common), have become

usual in Southern Swahili. The same merger is also characteristic of the

Comoros dialects, e.g. Ngazija -z/mfta 'swell', cf. Southern Swahih -vimba.

Otherwise, this merger is general to all urban Swahili dialects only within

lexical items where */ is immediately followed by another vowel, reflecting a

Common Bantu double vowel, e.g. zaa 'bear children' < ^bidda or soma

'read' < ^pioma. Many rural dialects show resistance to merger even under

these conditions, as is typical of the North-East coastal Bantu languages

outside of Swahih and Giriama, e.g. Vumba vyaa, fyoma.

Bantu vowel harmony consists of lowering *e and *o to *^ and *:?

following a syllable whose nucleus is already at that degree of height. In all

the Bantu languages, this is reflected in the use of this type ofvowel harmony

in the vowel of many verbal extensions, a morphophonemic process, e.g.

Swahili pit4-a 'pass by', pand-i-a 'climb onto', shuk-i-a 'come down to', but

tok-e-a 'come from' and end-e-a 'go toward', where the prepositional

extension 41e- < ^-eled- in Common Bantu is determined by the vowel of the

preceding syllable. Bantu polysyllabic roots and stems also tend to adhere to

this vowel harmony, so that *Ce/oC€/j is much more common than

%:€/oCe/o,
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Generally, the variety of tonal changes that have affected various Bantu
languages can be traced back to a two-tone system, e.g. '^-bdd- 'count':

*'bdd- 'shine' (Swahili -waa). The total loss of lexical tone distinctions is

confined to a few languages of the north-east. Geographically intermediate

are languages like LuGanda which appear to be pitch-stress languages with

only one distinctive tone per word. Even among fully tonal languages,

especially in the southern Bantu area, there is a tendency for one syllable per

word, usually the penultimate, to have special prominence through

lengthening. Swahili conforms to the penultimate stress pattern, with

regular high pitch and lengthening of the penultimate vowel. Exceptions to

this pattern are secondary through borrowing or clipping of reduplicated

forms, e.g. kdtika 'in' < *kdte-kate, reduplication of "^kdte > Swahili kdti

'among'. While traditional Swahili communities maintain the

antepenultimate stress of the clipping, second-language speakers tend to

regularise stress to penultimate.
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